Vienna, Austria
June 23rd – 24th, 2024

Exciting Keynotes!
Dr. Gësper Tkačić
Dr. Gabrielle Girardeau

Ample Opportunities to Present YOUR Research!

Student Presentations
Flash Talks
Poster Sessions
Scientific Speed Dating

Emerging Technologies in Neuroscience:
Unveiling the Next Frontiers

Find out more!
Handpicked Workshops!

June 23rd

A

Biases from society: Social biases in neuroscience and how they impact neuroscience itself and society

Tips for giving an Excellent Presentation: How to Design Your Presentations and Explain Your Data

June 24th

A

Getting published: from writing to submission and beyond.

Exploring Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) in Neuroscience: A PhD Workshop

B

Socialize & Network

Meet & get to know your fellow neuroscience peers from all around Europe at our super cool location!

@Ankersaal, Kulturhaus Brotfabrik
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